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SENIOR CHEMIST, GIC   
 
The ideal candidate for this position will serve as a technical leader for the systems formers division which 
will be demonstrated through identifying new system former technologies, training the sales team, and 
creating new and innovative sales tools.  Under general guidance, the candidate will be responsible for 
creating unique cosmetic formulations that deliver on specific benefits and market-driven needs. The 
candidate must leverage knowledge of the scientific principles of formulation, and ingredient chemistry, 
and industry trends to support customer inquiries while utilizing critical thinking skills to provide insight into 
troubleshooting formulation and processing issues that may arise.  The candidate must have the ability to 
independently conduct development work requiring a thorough knowledge of cosmetic formulation, 
application of advanced technical knowledge, and demonstrated successful stability. Candidate must 
have the ability to manage multiple projects with limited supervision.   
 
Essential Job Functions 
 
Technical Leader 

 Responsible for new and existing system former evaluation. 

 Responsible for updating system formers presentations and KISS sheets with updated technical 
findings. 

 Routinely reviews and evaluate patent environment as it relates to Barnet ingredients. 

 Responsible for developing training modules and lead technical presentations for lab days with 
the support of the Director of system formers and color innovation. 

 Responsible for issuing processing guidelines to be communicated to customers. 

 Assist in GIC lab training programs (ex. Webinars, customer meetings, new sales team hires) 
when required. 

 Support marketing initiatives (ex. How to do videos). 

 Aid GIC Lab Manager in system formers formulas creation to ensure reproducibility. 

 Work in conjunction with the Director of system formers & color innovation to provide unique 
sales tools to showcase system formers (ex. Collections, kits, creative testing). 

 Full proficiency in technical writing and communication, including oral presentations and deliver 
technical communications on project timelines. 

 Skilled in summarizing work/key concepts for decision making. 

 Skilled in business communication throughout the organization. 

 Proactively, communicates project results effectively with peers and management, and begins to 
serve as an internal resource for staff. 

 
 
Identify New Product Technologies & Innovation  

 Responsible for leading the scale up initiative in terms of the program, implementing know-how, 
and communication to the customer. 

 Provide off-site support for customers when required. 
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 Responsible of standardizing processing instructions for GIC formulations. 

 Ensure reproducibility of sales tool (ex. Formulas collections, kits).  
 
Sales & Customer Support 

 Analyze commercial formulas on the market and replicate textures and/ or claims highlighting Barnet 
ingredients. 

 Responsible for looking new equipment for the lab when required and creation of SOP’s.  

 Mentorship of GIC personal (ex. Lab technicians, Chemists) on system formers to ensure 
formulation and processing guidelines are follow in GIC projects. 

 Provide support and assist lab technician for stability testing analysis. Provide training of the 
following instrumentation: viscometer, pH meter, homogenizer, centrifuge, microscope, roller mill, 
melting point apparatus etc. 

 Coptis administrator for the GIC team responsible for software updates in coordination with the IT. 
Provide proper training for new hires and Coptis updated features. 

 
Required Qualifications 

 BS in chemistry or related science plus process engineering experience for 10+ years’ 
experience, excellent communication skills both verbal and written. 

 Proficiency with operating the following instrumentation: viscometer, pH meter, 
homogenizer, centrifuge, and microscope. 

 Expertise with Microsoft Office, Word, PowerPoint, and Excel. 

 Travel is required. 
 
 
Please send resume with cover letter and desired compensation to ncleenput@barnetproducts.com. 

 

About Us: 
Barnet Products is a Sales and Marketing Company, located in Englewood Cliffs, NJ. We supply specialty 
chemical ingredients and selected commodity products to cosmetic, personal care and pharmaceutical 
companies (consumer products divisions). We were established in 1987 with a commitment to finding, 
developing, and presenting new concepts, ingredients, and systems to our customers. 
 

Barnet Products LLC is an equal opportunity employer. 
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